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Welcome to my Irish Guitar Workshop for the 2020 Sandford Festival. In today's workshop
I will be looking in some detail at backing up Irish tunes. There are chord selection,
alternate chord selections, backing the different types of tunes, and some insights into the
accompaniment I use on one of my own compositions. The tuning I use is standard
EADGBE tuning. I'm not familiar with DADGAD though some of my favourite players are
DADGADists, Randall Bays to name but one. If you are a DADGADist welcome, you
might learn something and so might I.
The most important point to make about backing a tune is this: if the tune is unfamiliar to
you don't play,stop, listen, take it in, learn it at home, but don't try and ''fake it''. Faking a
tune or a song is for Fakes. Ask the name of the tune(not always known), look for
recordings or videos of it, and ask for advice from experienced musicians. Most of us are
only to happy to spread our knowledge of the music to those eager to learn more.
One aspect of backing tunes has intrigued me for decades and to this day I still don't
understand it. Why do backing guitarists throw in a G chord with tunes played in A Major? I
thought this was purely ignorance until about 6 months ago I was at a session with my good
friend Seán Kenan(fiddle/ banjo) and we were playing an A Major tune with A,D,E, and
maybe the odd B Minor chord. There was a musician there playing guitar, who plays a
number of other instruments very well and is an excellent backer, he would have probably
more tunes than me. As soon as we played an A Major tune in comes the G. Obviously that
is how this person ''heard'' the tune. Anyway with that in mind I've included some A Major
tunes without the G!
There are not a lot of Irish guitarists playing jigs,reels, hornpipes etc.. The first name that
pops up of course is Arty McGlynn and you should study his music closely. Another name
that is not so well known is Donal Clancy, a master of both flatpicking and fingerpicking.
He is the son of Liam Clancy(Clancy Bros.) and is married to Mary Rafferty(accordion and
tin whistle), the daughter of legendary flute player Mike Rafferty. His CD ''Close To Home''
is my favourite Irish guitar recording and it is unusual to find someone so masterful in both
flatpicking and fingerpicking styles.
I hope you improve your knowledge and playing of Irish music via this workshop and if you
have any questions ask them. Remember there is no such a thing as a stupid question, the
stupidity is in not asking.
Happy Picking
Tony O'Rourke
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PICKING DIRECTIONS FOR FRETTED INSTRUMENTS
The following pages list the correct, or orthodox methods for playing the different
types of tunes you’ll encounter as a flatpicker,and are applicable to the many related
genres of folk tunes such as bluegrass, old timey, Irish, Scottish,Shetland and so
forth. It is worth noting that understanding and mastering your picking is essential to
the playing of any music, and that it is the control of your picking hand that gives
music its rhythm and feel. Conversely an ad hoc approach to picking will result in
much frustration, and the music will not flow as it must. Perhaps the most easily
explained sequence is for reels and hornpipes, but paradoxically reels are considered
the most difficult of all forms of music, because of the tempo of the tunes. Note that
reels are written in 2/2, that is 2 groups of 4 quavers, and not, as often notated, 4/4,
which is 4 groups of 2 notes. This type of picking applies to all tunes using the above
time signatures: reels,hornpipes, breakdowns, flings, scottisches, strathspeys etc and
also to waltzes(3/4). Page 3 lists the very different pattern for jigs, basically DownUp-Down / Down-Up-Down, that is 2 groups of 3, not 3 groups of 2 which is what
you get if you try and play D-U-D-U-D-U.
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And remember that when playing traditional acoustic music you must play at a tempo
that allows you to play accurately. Accuracy and a clean tone should be your primary
goals above all others.
As someone who plays both traditional Irish music on guitar, tenor banjo, and
mandoline, and also plays bluegrass and old timey music on guitar and mandoline it’s
worth noting the different gauges of picks used. Bluegrass pickers mostly use picks
heavier than .88mm, and often quite considerably thicker than .88mm. In Irish music
it is quite normal to find a tenor banjo player using a .73mm nylon or a .50mm or .
60mm Tortex. Each to their own but for what it’s worth my own preferences are:
Irish music played on guitar or tenor banjo .50mm Tortex
Bluegrass guitar: .78+mm Tortex for fiddle tunes or 1mm Tortex if I’m doing a lot of
singing and back up, or playing and taking solos in a group situation.
For mandoline I tend to stick to about .78mm Tortex whether playing Irish or
bluegrass music, though I sometimes switch to a heavier pick in a bluegrass band
line-up.
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Polkas and Marches are both written in 2/4 time signature and contain a number of
different note combinations as shown below. Polkas are very popular in the south
west of Ireland, specifically Cork, Kerry, and Limerick. The Irish National Anthem
''Amhrán na bhFiann'' ( The Soldier's Song) is in March time.

Like polkas, the home of the Slide is in south west Munster. Slides are in 12/8 and are
divided into 4 groups as set out below. Slides are almost identical too what are known
as single jigs but are played faster. An example of this can be found in the A Part of
the pop song ''Teddy Bears' Picnic''. Played at its normal tempo it is a single jig but if
you markedly increase the tempo is becomes a slide. The second part of the tune is in
March time.
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MORNING STAR
''The Morning Star'' is a 16 bar reel in the key of G, and I play the second part in E Minor.
The most basic way of backing a reel is with a Bass Note/ Chord/ Bass Note/ Chord
sequence, and below I've notated the bass notes I would typically play. The notes that have
an x attached to a stem indicate to hit the chord. For the purposes of this tune I'm using
standard open chords but bear in mind I often play a D/F#. On the accompanying CD I play
the tune on banjo and have mixed the guitar accompaniment at a slightly higher volume
than normal so you can hear more clearly what I'm doing.

D/F#
T (0) 0 1

3
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Martin Hayes recorded this on his first solo album. The guitarist was
Randall Bays, also a superb fiddler. His guitar is all in DADGAD as
far as I can tell and is as skillful as it is captivating . Just marvellous
accompaniment and many great musical ideas for guitar.
And the ''T'' on the D/F# grid next door means to fret the note on the
low E string with your thumb.
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BERNIE CUNNION'S
For jigs I play a crotchet bass note followed by a quaver chord. The most famous example
of this type of rhythm is in the well known Bing Crosby song ''Teddy Bears' Picnic'', and is
counted 1 a 2 a | 1 a 2 a | etc. You can also play a more intricate 1 & a 2& a strum,
but if you do make sure to control your volume in your right hand, in other words play a bit
softer.
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THE KERRY POLKA
Polkas are written in 2/4 time and the back up I'm using here is similar to what I play for a
reel; Bass/ Chord/ Bass/ Chord. A lot of these backing techniques apply to the piano. Note
the A7 in Bar 3, this is a sort of incidental chord or Passing Chord. This tune is also known
as Sweeney's. Many Irish tunes, particularly polkas and slides, are known by different
names.
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NA CEANNABHÁIN BHÁNA
The title translates as ''The Fair Haired Canavans” and is a well known song from Conemara.
Other examples of songs becoming tunes are ''Cailleach An Airgid'', ''Daniel O'Connell(jig)'',
and the popular ''Red Haired Boy(Little Beggarman)''. Slip Jigs may best be described as a
Jig and a half, three groups of three quavers( or the eqivalent) per bar.
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SOME A MAJOR TUNES (WITHOUT THE G CHORD!)
So to the perplexing habit of backers adding a G chord to tunes clearly in A Major. I've
included in this booklet a few tunes in A Major, with chords, for you to hear. There are A
tunes that do have G chords but these are invariably in what is know as a Mixolydian mode.
Some examples are: ''Red Haired Boy'', ''Langstrom's Pony'', and ''O'Rourke's''(no relation).
A Major has three sharps in the key signature, A Mixolydian has two. To confuse matters
more I often see transcriptions of Red Haired Boy incorrectly notated with three sharps and
then have natural signs placed in front of all the G notes!!

I use two inversions of the A chord in this tune. One is the standard A as it appears in the
Chord Supplement(Pg. 16). The other is an A/C# as shown in the grid below.
x 3

A/C#
1 1 1

x
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I often play A tunes in G with a capo on the second fret. If you search my You Tube videos
I play both ''The High Level Hornpipe'' and ''Coalminer's Reel'' in A Major on banjo, but the
backing was in G Major capo 2. The chords for ''Boys of Malin'' played in G/Capo2 would
be:
A Part

G |C D |G |Am D |G |C D |G

B Part

G |G C |G |Am D |G |G

C Part

G |G C |G |Am D |G |G C |G

|Am D ||

|C G |Am D ||
|Am D ||

There are two tracks of Boy's Of Malin on the accompanying Cd, the first displaying chords
in the key of A as written on the sheet music and the second is playing chords in the key of
G/Capo 2.
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This tune often appears as ''Sweet Biddy Daly'' especially in some of the older
transcriptions. One of the other points to be made about the key of A is that a lot of A tunes
are often played in G nowadays, especially by B/C accordionists. It is quite possible to play
in A Major on a B/C system but G Major is somewhat easier on the fingers. A tune like
''Mason's Apron'' is quite often played in G by accordionists whereas banjo and fiddle
players just as likely would play it in in A. When you add in different guitar tunings it can
make for a right old mess. I once recorded a piece under the title: ''Bach's Minuet In G In
Open A''! Eventually it will all make sense.........
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This tune was composed for my friend Jim Connolly from Nth. Leitrim in appreciation for
both his hospitality and his music. Jim plays a B/C system accordion and has introduced me
to many fine musicians with whom I've had many a great night of music.
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And finally an example of a tune with a ''busy'' chord progression, with many changes, and
an example of the benefits of putting a bit of thought and planning into a tune. After all
there are only five chords involved. I've also included a field recording of this tune at a great
night of music I had with Mick O'Connor(banjo) and Donie Nolan(accordion) in Tullamore
in 2007. All the tunes are played a semitone higher.
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Andy McGann(1928-2004) was a fiddler from New York who learnt from Michael
Coleman. He recorded an album with Joe Burke and wrote a number of tunes. His most well
known tune is also called Andy McGann's and is in the key of C. This composition is one of
my favourite tunes and I play it on banjo in D but on guitar I play it in C/Capo 2.
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ANDY McGANN'S(cont.)
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CHORD SUPPLEMENT

x 3

C
2 0

0 2

E
3 1

0

3 2

G
0 0

0

1

Amin.
(0) 0 2 3 1

0

D
0 1

x

x

0

0

Emin.
2 3 0 0 0

4

(0) 0

A
1 1

x

B7
1 3

0

2

16

3 2

1 x

0 4

x x

Dmin.
0 2 3

1

x x

F
3 2

1

A7
(0) 0 1 0

x 1

1

2 (0)

Bmin.
3 4 2 (1)
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